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The Blackening
lmost three years ago now, everything broke around me. The great white
tower spanning far  into an endless sky would no longer go away,  the
laughing woman before the raging fire would not disappear.A

I tried to make them go away, like you try to deny love or a toothache. “Narcotics
cannot still the tooth...” said the haunted shut-in, and I tremble to think what she
saw.

Everything exploded into meaning while everything of me crumbled into ruins,
fast-forwarded decay, Solve over minutes and seconds in a black fire.

And then I started writing.

Here are some of those words for you, compiled and culled from that realm of
backlit  shadows, distilled from another year  of meaningful madness,  whispered
from tongueless mouths crawling from the Cauldron of Annwn reeking of coal-
dust, dried blood, raped mountains and leafless forests.

But this sounds dark, morbid even. My apologies. Hours and months tracing the
paths the dead take to and from our world, listening for the swinging-open of gates
no mortal can open will make you sound a bit morose. The dead are a bit intense.

The dead are hardly murderous, though—not like the living. A few days before
I'm composing this introduction for you, there was a massacre of people in Paris,
noticed particularly because some white European middle-class people died. Over
a hundred stories ended there, another collection of tales joining the endless nar-
rative of the tormented in every city in the world. We care a bit more about some
of those,  a  lot  less about others,  and we never care much for the awful truths
threading all those apparently un-related deaths together. 
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A Kindness of Ravens

I'll not pontificate; it's tiring, and never why you've read me anyway, and never
why I ever put words to paper.

Why do I write, though?
Because I'm a  horrible photographer,  an unskilled painter,  a  graceless  perfor-

mance artist, a clumsy musician. Words are the only way I know how to show you
what I'm seeing, what I hear, what is becoming, what is going away, and what ev -
erything means.

I'm lying. Actually, I'm trying to initiate revolutionaries into the madness of the
poets and the wisdom of the dead.

In the preface to my last compilation, Your Face is A Forest, I wrote:
“All I know is this: meaning is what connects you to others, connects us to the

stars and the graves, to the light and soil, to the cities and the streams, to what we
see and what we cannot see. 

I mostly told you about those stars and forests and streams, though, and not so
much the cities or the graves.

Our modern madness is the fear of death, the terror of decay, capitalism's anxi-
ety about its inevitable demise inhabiting our own consumption. Everything's to
prolong lives  whose  meaning has been stretched thin,  doled out  and delivered
from  Markets  in  which  we  are  mere  passive  participants,  anesthetized patients
awaiting some chirugic intervention which might finally infuse us with the mean-
ing we've lost.

Meantime, our world's dying. I don't say “the earth,” because it'll do just fine—
probably better—without us. What bits of the natural world that's still on our side
is having an awful time of it, what still wants us around is having serious doubts,
and what's trying to keep us alive is getting awfully exhausted.

“Western Civilisation” is going away, which is quite the relief, but the priests of
Capital and Authority who've tended its altars for the last three hundred years are
sharpening their ritual blades, aware of an old truth every brutal Empire recalls in
its dying days. When none of the usual offerings suffice, there's always the hu-
man, and some dark things we wisely put to slumber are awakening to the sounds
of their oblations.
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Meantime, the gods we pushed away, sent back into the sea or under mountain
haven't lain idle. You might call them by the names I call them, The Raven King,
the Liberator, the Lady of The Forge, the Crown of the North, the Bent White
One. Or you might just call them revolution. 

A massing of crows is called a Murder, a massing of Ravens is an Unkindness.
That's nonsense, of course. Like the modern propaganda against the Dead, they've
been smeared unfairly, no doubt to warn against the very alliances we need most. 

The dead whom I see most often, whom I call “The Revolutionary Dead,” wear
the feathers of corvids. Bards were said to wear cloaks of raven feathers, and some
of these dead are bards, so I leave those who haven't put this book back on a shelf
by this point to draw their own conclusions about the initiatory current here.

But they are most certainly quite kind.

This collection will hopefully help you meet the dead. Or it may lead you, as I've
been led, to a fierce magic whose snarling howls at the moon drown out the timid
chants  to  gossamer-gowned goddesses,  asking not  for  blessings,  but  for  fire  to
wield against our oppressors. It's equally for the witchpunx as the intellectuals, but
more for the poor than ever for the rich.

I've arranged the writing in A Kindness of Ravens into four sections which, at
least to me, describe best the blind initiatory path I've stumbled along since en-
countering the Raven King.  The sections also loosely follow Jung's (likely mis-)
reading of the Alchemical journey as seen in Marguerite Yourcenar's novel,  The
Abyss. As things  often  go,  I  did  not  notice  such a  parallel  until  arranging the
works, nor the (now hilarious) inclusion of the quartet of fragments—written just
before an awfully brutal initiation—entitled Love Notes From The Abyss.

If I've done my work correctly, you may find some gates opened to you. That's
always really been the point of any of this.

The first  section,  The City At The Gates of The Dead, collects words on the
Dead and our own destruction. Here's a bit of nigredo, and perhaps a bit of a warn-
ing for those who might—from a mere adolescent curiosity or “will-to-power,”—
rattle the gates from our side. 
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What Wants  Us Gone describes,  in shattered blood-soaked glass,  a  suicide at-
tempt 20 years ago. What They Do Not Tell You is a poem written after finding my-
self  experiencing  the  death  of  someone  long-dead,  a  revolutionary  whose  life
drained un-mourned into significant soil.

Like most else I write, Brighid in the Dumpster, Brân in the Bad Heroin describes an
actual event, and was written in response to an antagonist's assertion that I wor-
ship 'small gods.'  Maybe, Another Vein is an Equinox meditation exploring Capi-
tal's insistence we can always innovate our way out of every crisis Capital creates.

The City at the Gates of the Dead is another meditation on the nightmare of capi-
talist civilisation with the vision of a Bard of Annwn woven through it. After The
Fire, Invisible and Because I Refuse Despair are love poems…sort of.

The second, She Sends A Flood Upon The World, takes its title from a less-com-
mon translation of The Chair of Ceridwen. The popular reading's got Arianrhod
sending a rainbow 'round the earth, as if she's Yahweh all apologetic. However,
the sea-witches I've met thus far have all been about  drowning. Here are pieces
about overthrow of all that would rule, including the Ego. Several of these are es-
says which have gotten me some shade from other witch-folk. Learn to unweave
hexes if you take this path.

Perceval and Dahut At the Floodgates are both anarchist challenges against those
who—seeing the resurgence of the old powers and new magics—would dare set
themselves as pontiff or king, and both made me quite a few enemies. Awakening
the Land is an introduction to The Raven King and the mysteries of the uprising
land. Delaying The Flight is another love poem. The Roots of Our Resistance was writ-
ten originally for Gods&Radicals, an introduction to the way an Animist under-
standing of  place  can inform our resistance  to gentrification and capitalist  dis-
placement.  Putting Out is  a  narrative about sex-work and the so-called Sharing
Economy, placing both within the framework of Silvia Federici's Anarcho-Femi-
nist Marxism. And The Multitude&The Myriad assaults our conceptions of binary
gender and binary Deity through the anarchist theory of Michael Hardt and Anto-
nio Negri. 

Until The Forest Becomes The World begins with The Land Across The Waters, a
devotional poem describing my experience in a ritual to The Mothers. The next
series of pieces are my pilgrimage journals from Winter, 2014. I was selected to be
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inside Newgrange for Midwinter Solstice, and the story as to how that happened
still awes me. A friend saw visions of me in Dublin several times in one day (I'd
never been there before). He went to Newgrange the next day and entered my
name into the pool of almost 40,000 applicants for 50 slots for Winter Solstice. I
still shake my head in wonder that I was selected. The story is told again in  The
Tomb of the Atheist, originally written for The Wild Hunt.

This  section ends with  The  DisEnchanted  Kingdom,  a  Wildean fairytale  about
Capital and Magic and toilet paper.

The final section, All That Is Without You, compiles some of my more esoteric
and political writing with a hope towards showing how without a revolutionary
current within Paganism, Witchcraft, and the other magical traditions, it's all just
fantasy role play, useless in the face of a dying world. 

It's also mostly about love. 
Awaiting Night's Final Falling is a dream. The title essay, All That is Without You,

is about love and madness, written just before another initiation. If You'll Not Die
Antinous and  Fire  in  Winter are  both  poems that  have  outlasted  the  lovers  for
whom they were written.

What Do They Mean? is the text of a speech prepared for Many Gods West, and
outlines a theory of meaning which is the primary thesis in a manuscript I'm cur -
rently writing, The Spectre & The Whore. The speech was well received, though
I'm sure I didn't use my notes.  The Forest That Will Be is an almost reluctant de-
fense  against  anti-civilisationist  thinking  derived from  a  night  at  a  gay  bar  on
Samhain. 

Though the magic of a writer is to weave meaning, no one ever weaves alone.
The words of the dead and the echoes of the unborn, shadows of ancient forests
and seeds not yet planted—nothing is ever fully written, and it all unfolds into the
now. What you make of these pages is not up to me any longer, and maybe never
was. Still, it's my hope you find gates opened which seemed forever closed, and
learn to open more for the rest of us.

Be always well.
Occupied Duwamish Territory

Winter, 2016
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